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La Nivelle, Amilly, France
Monument aux fusillés de la Nivelle
Monument to those shot at La Nivelle
Commerative momument to the resistance, commissioned by the town of Amilly
2004

Public sculpture



TAFA Art School, Tianjin, China
Jie Jie Gao Growth
Commissioned by TAFA Art School
2009

Public sculpture



Collège de la Tuilerie, Saint Germain-lès-Corbeil, France
Sous l’arbre
Under the tree
Commissioned by the Conseil Général de l’Essonne
2006

Public sculpture



Place de Nordwalde, Amilly, France
Chemin d’eau
Water path
Purchased by the town of Amilly with the help of the Sénat
Architect Sylvain Dubuisson
2012

Public sculpture



Sous-Préfecture de Torcy, Seine et Marne, France
Chemin d’eau
Waterway
Commissioned by EPA-Marne/EPA-France
Architect Bruno Gaudin
2005

Public sculpture



École d’Architecture de Bretagne, Rennes, France
Portail
Gate
Architect Patrick Berger
1992

Public sculpture



Centre d’Art et Nature, Château de Chaumont-sur-Loire, France
Chaos, 6 anneaux de fonte  
Chaos, 6 cast iron rings
2013

Public sculpture



Vineyards

Château Sainte Roseline, Les Arcs-sur-Argens, France
Grand anneau
Large Ring
2018



Vineyards

Davids vineyard, Viens, France
Couronne d’eau et Quatre anneaux
Water crown and Four rings
2021



Vineyards

Manoir de Soisey, Perche, France
Anneaux | Collone
Rings | Column
2007



Vineyards

Domaine du Fremat, Causse Méjean, France
Colonne
Column
2008



Vineyards

Château Haut-Selve, Saint-Selve, France
Grille
Gate
1996



Château de Laubade, Nougaro, Gers, France
L’oiseau-charrue, Domaine de Laubade
The plow-bird, Laubade estate
1990

Vineyards



Institutional Exhibitions

Centre Pompidou, Paris, France
Est-ce aimer ?, Cinéma du réel, Vincent Barré & Pierre Creton
Is it love?, Cinéma du réel, Vincent Barré & Pierre Creton
2021



Institutional Exhibitions

Musée d’Art et d’Archéologie de Besançon, Besançon, France
L’origine est proche, Sculptures et dessins
The origin is near, Sculptures and drawings 
2019



Institutional Exhibitions

Biennale Internationale, Saint-Paul de Vence, France
Colonne et anneaux
Column and rings
2018



Institutional Exhibitions

Centre d’Art Contemporain du Luxembourg Belge, Belgium
Métallifère
Metalliferous
2017



Institutional Exhibitions

MUba Eugène-Leroy, Tourcoing, France
Rodin, Brancusi, Carl Andre, Le Socle 
Rodin, Brancusi, Carl Andre, The base
2017



Institutional Exhibitions

Les Baux-De-Provence, France
Et comme alors Cypris
And as then Cypris
2017



Institutional Exhibitions

Gerhardt Marcks Haus, Bremen
Géométrie bâ(s)tarde
Bastard Geometry
2016



Institutional Exhibitions

Matisse Museum, Le Cateau-Cambrésis, France
Sous les grands arbres 
Under the large trees 
2016



Institutional Exhibitions

Museum of Louviers, Louviers, France
Le métier de vivre Vincent Barré et Pierre Creton
This business of living (Title of the diay of Cesare Pavese) Vincent Barré and Pierre Creton 
2016



Institutional Exhibitions

Château de Kerguéhennec, Bignan, France
Vincent Barré, sculptures et dessins
2015



Institutional Exhibitions

Ludwig Museum Koblenz, Koblenz, Germany
La qualité de l’ombre 
The quality of shadow
2013



Institutional Exhibitions

Musée André Malraux – MUMA, Le Havre, France
Re-poser, re-garder 
Rest, look again 
2011



Institutional Exhibitions

Musée André Malraux – MUMA, Le Havre, France
Re-poser, re-garder 
Rest, look again 
2011



Institutional Exhibitions

MUba Eugène-Leroy,  Tourcoing, France
Détour. La Grande Nef
Detour. The Great nave
2005
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Corkin Gallery is pleased to present Maisons/Ateliers, an exhibition of bronze sculpture and works on paper by French 
artist Vincent Barré, on view April 2 - June 4, 2022. Sculptor, architect and filmmaker Vincent Barré has maintained a 
central presence in the French cultural scene for over 50 years. Barré studied in Philadelphia under American architect 
Louis Khan, before working with the architecture firm Barton Myers in Edmonton and Toronto in the 1970s. Upon 
returning to Paris, he devoted his practice to sculpture and became known for cast-iron and bronze constructions that 
relate human form to architecture and landscape. His large-scale sculpture can be found in the public and private 
spaces of France, Germany and China.

Barré made sculpture on a smaller scale during isolation in his Normandy studio in 2020. Maisons/Ateliers reflects on 
our shared experience of solitude in collapsed home/work spaces. His warm, sensuous bronzes embody the human 
desire for physical contact. “Barré’s sculptures seem, at least, when we first encounter them, to be self-sufficient, albeit 
mysterious objects, unlike anything but themselves. They fascinate us because of their intrinsic properties. Yet we soon 
discover how richly allusive these enigmatic forms prove to be. If we spend some time with Barré’s seemingly elemental 
structures, we not only become more aware of their subtly distorted geometric underpinnings, but we also find that 
they provoke a host of associations with everything from the human body to a surprising range of man-made things.” 
A series of minimal ink monotypes transform the artist’s mastery of form on delicate paper. These works explore the 
potential of black and white to evoke shifts in perspective and dimensionality. 

The physicality of Barré’s process is felt in his work. Using the lost-wax method, he molds hot wax into hulls, scratching 
and scraping the material to create tactility. The work is then cast in bronze at the foundry. Barré completes the work 
by painting  varnishes and oxides onto the bronze. The result is a richly textured surface which is enhanced by brilliant 
patinas unique to each sculpture.

The work of Vincent Barré has been exhibited at major European museums including The Matisse Museum in Le 
Cateau-Cambrésis, France; The Musée d’art moderne André Malraux in Le Havre, France; The musée des Beaux-Arts et 
d’Archéologie in Besançon, France; the Centre d’Art Contemporain du Luxembourg Belge in Virton, Belgium; and the 
Rijksmuseum Twenthe in Enschede, Netherlands. He taught and exhibited in Tianjin and Jinan, China; Delhi, India; 
Bremen, Germany; and in New York at the New York Studio School. Barré was head of a sculpture workshop at the 
Beaux-Arts de Paris from 1995 to 2011. 

The integration of art in outdoor spaces is at the forefront of the artist’s practice. As artist-advisor to the City of Amilly, 
Loiret for over 30 years, Barré led architectural and public art programming. 

His site-specific work can be found in the vineyards of France including Château Cadillac, Bordeaux; Haut Selve, Graves; 
Château de Laubade, Armagnac; David vineyard near Avignon; and Chateau Sainte Roselinde, Les Arcs. Barré was 
commissioned to make several commemorative sculptures in France – Monument to the Resistance fighters of Nivelle, 
Amilly; Column of branches in homage to the Companions of the Liberation, Paris; and Crown and Chaos, Chaumont-sur-
Loire.

Internationally, his public sculptures can be found at the Gerhard Marcks Haus in Bremen, Germany; and the Tianjin 
Academy of Fine Arts in Tianjin, China. 

Born in Vierzon, France in 1948, Barré lives and works in Paris, Normandy and Loiret.

Quote from “More Than Meets the Eye,” Karen Wilkin, 2016.

VINCENT BARRÉ
Maisons/Ateliers
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MAISONS/ATELIERS 
by Vincent Barré

As with so many people, the days of lockdown at home and the solitude of the workspace have left me in a state of 
withdrawal in which projects feel stuck, suspended and my thinking somewhat frozen. The anxieties that are keeping 
the entire world paralyzed find their way into my own day-to-day experiences, through the media and other forms of 
communication. Only very simple gestures, physical gestures really, prove able to engage the body in activity. It is in this 
suspended state of mind that I build wax objects that I intend to be strong, rough, solid and detached from the times 
we are living through. Day after day, the collection grows in my studio, an alphabet of resistance, a new series of ex-voto.

I sit on a little chair before a pot of boiling wax, molding objects from thin slabs of wax, which I bend, shape and curve 
to form these hulls. After that, using a hot knife, I assemble them, scratch and scrape the object to make a taut volume, 
or fill in gaps with liquid wax. These gestures are sensual, embodying patience, sensation and an almost loving attention 
to these cocoon-like objects, living fragments, whole and hollow that I hold between my knees.

On film using one long, continuous shot, Pierre Creton captures my hands at work in the half-light of the studio. One 
can hear only breathing and the sound of the tools as they work the wax.  At times, my hands pause to caress the warm 
material.

Two sets of ink monotypes, black on white and white on black, extend the organic gestures of the sculpture into the field 
of drawing. Playing with the negative space produced solely from black ink, the sculptural forms undergo a series of 
metamorphoses as they are inverted and reversed on delicate Chinese paper. The forms recall the historical iconography 
of archaeological fragments, ex-voto, bodies torn to pieces, and upright or perforated forms. The fragility of the paper 
mirrors the fragility of the physical self, plunging my reverie into the present, raw moment.

A reflection on this world takes shape in my hands, bringing the living and vulnerable substance of the wax to a mold 
then cast into solid metal: A poetic embodiment of the house-workshop.

     h

Barré’s home studio in Vattetot-sur-Mer, Normandy. 


